Development of QCM biosensor to detect a marine derived pathogenic bacteria Edwardsiella tarda using a novel immobilisation method.
QCM technology offers a real time output, simplicity of use and cost effectiveness in addition to high sensitivity. Sensitivity of QCM immunosensor can be enhanced by improving the immobilisation procedure on the quartz surface. The immobilisation strategy should be able to control both the amount and the orientation of the antibody (immunoglobulin; IgG) on the transducer for high affinity to antigens. This study introduced a new methodology recruiting oxidised IgG to expose aldehyde group in Fc region to cross-link to hydrazide conformed on self assembled monolayer (SAM) and compared with three conventional methods. Consequently, it was proved that considerable amount of antibody was immobilised and the sensitivity of new methodology was higher than other methods while ability of new methodology to immobilise IgG was lower than the conventional methods. The frequency shifts following bacterial cell injection were positively related to the frequency shifts after the injection of IgG and the amounts of bacterial cells, revealing that the frequency shifts after bacterial cell injection fully represented the weight change by specific attachments of bacterial cells to the IgG cross-linked on the gold surface. Specificity was tested on different bacteria including E. coli, V. vulnificus and A. hydrophila and showed no significant non-specific affinity on the tested bacteria. It was also demonstrated that the prepared sensor chip was stable enough to withstand repeated surface regeneration. Indeed, polyclonal antibody was more effective to detect antigen than monoclonal antibody which binds to only one epitope of antigen. Conclusively, the new methodology is appeared to be more sensitive than conventional methods tested and reusable for 10 times.